I2S	A BOOK OF INDIAN CULTURE
In his own country the Englishman's lower nature
is kept under control and his higher nature roused to its
fullest capacity by the social forces around him. The
social conscience there, being awake, compels each
individual, v/ith all its force, to take his stand on a high
level and maintain his place there with unceasing effort
In this country his society is unable to perform the same
function. Anglo-Indian society is not concerned with the
whole Englishman. It is either a society of civilians or
of merchants or of soldiers—each of these limited
by their own business and become encased in a hard crust
of prejudice and superstition. So they develop into
thorough-going civilians, or mere merchants, or blatant
soldiers. We cannot find the man in them. * *
On the other hand, the decay and weakness of the
Indian Samaj itself is also a bar to the rousing of the
true British spirit, wherefore both are losers. It is our
own fault, I repeat, that we meet only Burra Sahibs and
not great Englishmen. And to this we owe all the suffer-
ings and insults with wrhich we have to put up. We have
no remedy but to acknowledge our sin and get rid of it.
Nayamatma Balahmena Labhyab. Self-realisation is nofc
for the weak,—nor the highest truth.
Neither tall talk nor violence, but only sacrifice and
service are true tests of strength. Until the Indian can
give up his fear, his self-interest, his luxury, in" his quest
for the best and the highest, in his service of the Mother-
land, our demanding from the Government will but be
empty begging and will aggravate both our incapacity and
our humiliation. When we shall have made our country
our own by sacrifice and established our claim to it by
applying our own powers for its reclamation, then we
shall not need to stand abjectly at the Englishman's door.

